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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study left nearrings N satisfying the following:
() 8a; b 2 N 9 x 2 N=ax = b or bx = a:
This is a condition of weak divisibility and we will call weakly divisible nearrings
(wd-nearrings) the nearrings fullling (). This condition is satised, for example, by
the integral planar nearrings [1]. In particular, we will show that a planar nearring is
a wd-nearring if, and only if, it is integral. Also in ring-theory this condition is not
trivial, for example [Zn; +; ] is a wd-ring if, and only if, n is a power of a prime
number.
In the rst part of the present paper we study the structure of wd-nearrings with
ascending or descending chain conditions. The characteristics that the structure assumes
under these conditions are similar to those described in [9], concerning the simple
components of a serial ring. In particular, wd-nearrings with ascending chain condition
on the right annihilators are completely described.
The second part concerns the characterization of the nite wd-nearrings and the
construction of examples. In the nite case, the wd-nearrings have a structure very
similar to that of planar ones [2].
Well known is the possibility of constructing balanced and partially balanced block
designs [3{5], beginning from planar nearrings. We show that also the wd-nearrings
turn out to be a good starting-point for new tactical congurations [2]. We present here
designs of parameters (2n; 2n; 2; 2) and, following the denition of association scheme
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as in [2,7], we give a method to construct PBIBDs. A study of such congurations,
their generalization, and their links with correcting codes theory [6], will be the object
of future reserches.
2. Preliminaries
In the following we refer to [8] without express recall. From condition () some
trivial properties, not expressly recalled in the following, are derived.
Proposition 1. Let N be a wd-nearring:
(a) Each non-zero element n2N has a right identity and this one is non-nilpotent.
(b) If N is zero-symmetric; the non-zero idempotent elements of N are left
identities.
(c) N has the identity if; and only if; its idempotent elements are central.
Proof. (a) From condition () the equation ax=a must have a solution x0. If ax0 =a,
also a(x0)n = a and x0 is not a nilpotent element.
(b) Let e be a non-zero idempotent element of N . We can observe that e is not
a left zero divisor. In fact, suppose et = 0 with t 6= 0. From condition () there is
an element x of N such that tx= e or ex= t. If e= tx, then e= ee= etx= 0, but now
e 6= 0; if ex= t, then et=0= eex= ex= t, but t 6= 0. So, 8h 2 N; e(eh− h)=0 implies
eh= h.
(c) If the idempotent elements are central, there is only one idempotent element in
N which is the identity of N . The converse is trivial.
We can explain now the connection between the planar nearrings and the wd-
nearrings:
Proposition 2. A planar nearring is a wd-nearring if; and only if; it is integral.
Proof. If N is an integral planar nearring, condition () is obviously veried.
Viceversa, if N is a planar nearring and a is a zero-divisor, then it follows that
aN = 0 and this is excluded in a wd-nearring.
In ring-theory also, condition () is not trivially veried, in fact:
Proposition 3. The rings [Zn; +; ] are wd-rings if; and only if; n is a power of a
prime number.
Proof. Let n = ph and a; b be elements of Zn. If at least one of them is prime with
n, it turns out to be invertible and () is obviously veried. If both a and b are not
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prime with n, they are both multiples of powers of p, where the factors of multiplicity
are invertible elements, and condition () also holds.
Viceversa, if n is not a power of a prime number, it is in any case a product of
prime numbers. Let p1 and p2 be two dierent prime divisors of n. Obviously, no
x2Zn exists such that p1 = p2x or p2 = p1x, hence () does not hold.
We can also observe that condition () is satised by all the couples in which at least
one of the elements is constant; moreover, if a and b are zero-symmetric elements and
ax=b, x is zero-symmetric too. So, in the following, we will examine zero-symmetric
wd-nearrings.
3. Some general results
Proposition 4. The set of the right invariant subsets 2 of a wd-nearring is linearly
ordered. 3
Proof. Let H and K be right invariant subsets of a wd-nearring N . If H*K then there
is an element h2H such that h 62K . Therefore, for each x2N and for each k 2K , it
cannot be h = kx, because otherwise it would be h2K . Hence, for
every k 2K , there is an element xk 2 N such that k = hxk , so K H .
From Proposition 4 it follows that the sets of the N -subgroups, of the right ideals
and also of the right annihilators of a wd-nearring are linearly ordered. In particular:
Proposition 5. A nearring N is a wd-nearring if and only if the family of the
N-subgroups of N is linearly ordered and each element of N has a right identity.
If in N the family of the N -subgroups is linearly ordered, then, for every a and b
of N , aN  bN or bN  aN ; if, moreover, each element has a right identity, condition
() holds. The converse follows from the Propositions 1(a) and 4.
Theorem 1. Let H be a proper right invariant subset (N-subgroup; right ideal; right
annihilator) of a wd-nearring N. Then; for each n belonging to N nH; there is a
proper right invariant subset (N-subgroup; right ideal; right annihilator) K of N such
that H = nK .
Proof. If H is a proper right invariant subset of N and n 62 H , then, like in
Proposition 4, for every h 2 H , there is an element xh 2 N such that h = nxh.
2 We will call right (left) invariant a subset H of N such that HN H (NH H). A subset H is invariant
if it is left and right invariant. Obviously, an N -subgroup H is invariant if NH H (see [8, p. 14]).
3 A family of sets R = fHigi2I is linearly ordered if 8k; j 2 I; Hk Hj or Hj Hk .
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So H = nK where K = fy 2 N=ny 2 Hg is a right invariant subset too, in fact,
if y 2 K and m 2 N , then n(ym) = (ny)m 2 H and therefore ym 2 K . The right
identity of n does not belong to K , hence K is properly contained in N .
Let H be an N -subgroup.
If y1; y2 2 K then n(y1 − y2) = ny1 − ny2 2 H , so y1 − y2 2 K . Hence K is an
N -subgroup.
Let H be a right ideal.
If y 2 K and m 2 N , then n(m+y−m) 2 H , since H is a normal subgroup; therefore,
m+ y−m 2 K . Moreover, if y 2 K and m;m0 2 N , then n[(m+ y)m0 −mm0] 2 H . It
follows that (m+ y)m0 − mm0 2 K and K is a right ideal.
Let H be a right annihilator.
If H = r(s), for some element s 2 N; H is also a right ideal, so H =nK , where K is
a right ideal too. Moreover, if h0 2 K , then nh0 2 H = r(s), so snh0=0 and h0 2 r(sn).
Viceversa, if k 2 r(sn) then snk = 0, hence nk 2 H and, consequently, k 2 K . Hence
K turns out to be equal to r(sn).
Proposition 6. Let N be a wd-nearring. 4
(a) The N-subgroups H prime of type 0 are prime of type 1.
(b) The invariant N-subgroups H are prime of type 2 if; and only if; for every
element h of N the following condition holds:
() h2 2 H ) h 2 H:
Proof. (a) Let H be an N -subgroup prime of type 0 and let aNbH . Since H is prime
of type 0, from aNbN H it follows aN H or bN H and, since each element has
a right identity, a 2 H or b 2 H .
(b) If H is prime of type 2, condition () is trivially satised.
If H is an invariant N -subgroup and condition () holds, then ab 2 H implies
(ba)2 = b(ab)a 2 H and, therefore, ba 2 H . If, in addition, a = bt, for some t 2 N ,
then a2 = abt 2 H , therefore a 2 H . If, on the contrary, b= at, for some t 2 N , then
b2 = bat 2 H , hence b 2 H . In any case H is prime of type 2.
Proposition 7. If a wd-nearring N has the I.F.P.: 5
(a) ab= 0 implies a2 = 0 or b2 = 0.
(b) The set of nilpotent elements of N is an invariant N-subgroup and it is prime
of type 2.
4 We recall that an N -subgroup H of a nearring N is called prime of type 0 if KRH implies K H
or RH ; it is called prime of type 1 if aNbH implies a 2 H or b 2 H and prime of type 2 if
ab 2 H implies a 2 H or b 2 H . Moreover, the N -subgroups prime of type 2 are prime of type 1 and the
N -subgroups prime of type 1 are prime of type 0.
5 A nearring N has the I.F.P. if for every a; b; n 2 N; ab = 0 implies anb = 0; N has the strong I.F.P. if
every homomorphic image of N has the I.F.P. [8].
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Proof. (a) Let ab= 0. Applying (), if a= bx, then a2 = a(bx) = (ab)x= 0; if b= ax
then b2 = (ay)b= 0.
(b) Let Q be the set of nilpotent elements of N . If p; q 2 Q and p= qx, we obtain
p− q= qx− q= q(x− 1q), where 1q is the right identity of q. Since N has the I.F.P,
we have QN Q and hence p− q 2 Q. Therefore, Q is a right invariant subgroup of
N+ that is an N -subgroup. Moreover, NQQ, thus Q is left invariant. Since q2 2 Q
implies q 2 Q, Q turns out to be prime of type 2, from Proposition 6(b).
4. Chain conditions in wd-nearrings
We begin to examine wd-nearrings fullling descending chain conditions for N -
subgroups (DCCN), right annihilators (DCCAR) and right ideals (DCCIR).
Theorem 2. A wd-nearring with DCCAR has the I.F.P.
Proof. Let ab = 0 and an 6= 0 for n 2 N . Applying Theorem 1, since n 62 r(a), we
obtain r(a)=nK1 , where K1=r(an). Therefore, from Proposition 4, either r(a)K1 or
K1 r(a). If r(a)K1 then b 2 K1 and anb=0. If K1 r(a), then n 62 K1 and, applying
Theorem 1, K1 = nK2, where K2 = r(an2). If K1K2 then r(a) = nK1 nK2 = K1, a
contradiction. Therefore, K2K1 and n 62 K2.
In this way, we obtain a chain
() r(a)K1K2   Ks;    ;
where r(a) = nK1 = n2K2 =   = ns−1Ks−1 =    ; since Ki = r(ani), 8i 2 N.
Because of DCCAR, there is a positive integer s such that Ks−1 = Ks, hence
r(a)=nK1=   =ns−1Ks−1=nsKs−1. But r(a) contains b, therefore there is an element
k 2 Ks−1 such that b= ns−1k. Thus nsk 2 r(a) and anb= 0.
Theorem 3. A wd-nearring with the DCCIR has the strong I.F.P.
Proof. Let N be a wd-nearring and H=f(N ) an homomorphic image of N . Obviously
also H is a wd-nearring. Let H1H2   Hn    a descending chain of right
annihilators of H . Now Ni = fo(Hi) is a right ideal of N , 8i 2 N; therefore, there is
in N a descending chain of right ideals. We know that N has the DCCIR, therefore
H , homomorphic image of N , has the DCCAR. Applying Theorem 2, H has the I.F.P.
and thus N has the strong I.F.P.
Proposition 8. If N is a wd-nearring with the DCCN; the proper N-subgroups of N
have not left cancellable elements.
Proof. Let H be a proper N -subgroup of N and c a left cancellable element of H .
Consider now the chain cN  c2N     ctN     : Since the DCCN holds, there
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exists a positive integer t such that ctN = ct+1N . Therefore, there is an element x 6= 0
such that ct = ct+1x and, since c is cancellable, cx= 1c (right identity of c). The right
identity of a left cancellable element is a left identity of N , so H contains a left identity
of N and this is absurd.
We examine now the structure of wd-nearrings fullling ascending chain condition
for N -subgroups (ACCN), right annihilators (ACCAR) and annihilators (ACCA). In
particular the wd-nearrings fullling the ACCN are here completely characterized.
Proposition 9. If N is a wd-nearring with ACCAR ; then each element of N is nilpotent
or left cancellable.
Proof. If h is a non-nilpotent element of N , then h 62 r(h) and this implies r(h)=hN 0,
where N 0=r(h2) (see Theorem 1). Therefore r(h)=hr(h2)=   =hn−1r(hn)=    ; but
we know that r(h) r(h2)    so, applying the ACCAR, we obtain r(hs−1) = r(hs)
and, consequently, r(h) = hs−1r(hs) = hs−1r(hs−1) = f0g for some positive integer s.
Hence, h is a left cancellable element.
From the previous Proposition 9 it follows that a wd-nearring with ACCAR is the
disjoint union of the sets of the cancellable elements and the nilpotent ones. This
implies that the zero-divisors of N are nilpotent elements.
Theorem 4. If N is a wd-nearring with the ACCAR ; the set Q of the nilpotent
elements of N is an invariant subgroup; prime of type 2.
Proof. Firstly, we show NQQ and QN Q. Let q be a nilpotent element and t
its nilpotence index. We have nqt = (nq)qt−1 = 0, for every n 2 N . Obviously nq
is nilpotent, (otherwise it is cancellable and qt−1 = 0, and this is excluded now), so
NQQ. If there exist n 2 N such that qn 62 Q, it must be n 62 Q, from above, hence n
is left cancellable from Proposition 9. Since nq(nq)h−1 = 0, where h is the nilpotence
index of nq, and n is cancellable, we obtain (qn)h=0, and this is excluded, so QN Q.
Let p; q be nilpotent elements, and, applying (), let p = qx and q = q1q. Since
p − q = qx − q1q = q(x − 1q) 2 QN Q; Q turns out to be an additive subgroup of
N+. We can conclude that Q is an invariant N -subgroup of N .
Finally, if xy is nilpotent of index t we have xy(xy)t−1 = 0 and, if neither x nor
y are nilpotent, they are cancellable, hence (xy)t−1 = 0, and this is absurd. So Q is
prime of type 2.
The following statement gives a property of the wd-nearrings having the ACCN.
Theorem 5. In a wd-nearring with ACCN each N-subgroup is principal.
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Proof. Let N be as in the hypothesis. Let H be a non-trivial N -subgroup and h 2 H .
If H 6= hN , it must be hN H . Let h1 2 H n hN , that is h1 6= hn for every n 2 N .
Because of (), there exists an n1 2 N such that h=h1n1, therefore hN  h1N . Given
that hN = h1N implies h1 2 hN , now excluded, it must be hN  h1N . Analogously,
if H 6= h1N , then it must be h1N H and so on. So we get an ascending chain
hN  h1N    H which, from the ACCN, must terminate after a nite number of
steps, namely there exists a positive integer t such that htN = H . Hence H turns out
to be principal.
Theorem 6. If N is a wd-nearring with the DCCN and ACCAR ; the set Q of the
nilpotent elements is an ideal and N=Q is N -simple.
Proof. In zero-symmetric nearrings the DCCN implies the DCCAR. Hence from Theo-
rem 2 the I.F.P. holds and a right annihilator in an ideal. Moreover, from Propositions 8
and 9, the right annihilators are nil ideals. Let q1 be a nilpotent element of N and r(q1)
its right annihilator. If r(q1)Q, let q2 2 Q n r(q1). Due to q2 2 r(qt2−12 ), where t2
indicates the nilpotence index of q2, it must be r(q1) r(qt2−12 ). In the same way,
we will nd r(qt2−12 ) r(qt3−13 ), where t3 is the nilpotence index of q3, and so on.
From the ACCAR, we will nd a qs 2 Q such that Q = r(qs), so we can say that Q
is a right ideal. Since Q is an invariant N -subgroup, Q is also a left ideal. Finally,
all the elements of N=Q are left cancellable because N=Q is integral (Q is prime of
type 2), and, in addition, N=Q inherits the DCCN. So, from Proposition 8, N=Q is
N -simple.
5. ACCAR in wd-nearrings
From Proposition 9, a wd-nearring with the ACCAR is the disjoint union of Q,
the set of the nilpotent elements, and C, the set of the cancellable elements. From
Proposition 1(a), we know that C is a non-empty set, so, for a 2 C, we can dene
Ba = fx 2 C=x1a = xg, where 1a is the right identity of a. Obviously, a 2 Ba and
C =
S
a2C Ba.
The following theorem describes the structure of such a class of nearrings.
Theorem 7. Let N be a wd-nearring with the ACCAR ; then
(a) If a 2 C then Ba is a multiplicative monoid and 1a is its identity.
(b) fQ; Ba; (a 2 C)g is a partition of N.
(c) Every 1a(a 2 C) is a left identity of N and the unique idempotent element
of Ba.
(d) For every a 2 C we have Ba = CBa; in particular Ba = C1a.
(e) The map  : Ba ! Bb; dened by (x)=x1b(a; b 2 C); is a monoid isomorphism.
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Proof. (a) If a1; a2 2 Ba, then (a1a2)1a = a1(a21a) = a1a2 and therefore a1a2 2 Ba.
(b) If x 2 Ba \ Bb, then x1a = x1b = x, from which x(1a − 1b) = 0, and, due to
x 2 C; 1a = 1b. Therefore, C is the disjoint union of the Ba (a 2 C) and N is the
disjoint union of Q and C.
(c) For every n 2 N and a 2 Ba we have a(1an) = (a1a)n = an and, by cancelling
a, 1an = n. Obviously, 1a is idempotent and if h is another idempotent of Ba they
coincide.
(d) In fact (c1a)1a = c(1a1a) = c1a implies CBaBa, hence CBa = Ba. In particular
C1a = Ba.
(e) Applying (d), it is a standard routine to verify that  is an isomorphism.
6. Finite wd-nearrings
In a nite wd-nearring the set Q of nilpotent elements is an ideal (see Theorem 6)
and N nQ=C is the set of the cancellable elements (see Proposition 9). Given that the
integral nearrings are well known (see [3, Oss. 5]), the following theorem describes
nite non-integral (and hence non-planar) wd-nearrings. From the previous Theorem 7,
we get:
Theorem 8. Let N be a nite wd-nearring.
(a) The set C of the cancellable elements is the disjoint union of isomorphic groups.
(b) For each a 2 C there exists a positive integer t such that at is a left identity
of N.
(c) The set Q of the nilpotent elements is a prime ideal and contains every right
ideal of N.
(d) The Jacobson radicals and the prime radical coincide with Q.
Proof. (a) A nite monoid in which all the elements are left cancellable turns out to
be a group.
(b) Obvious, from (a).
(c) From Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 we know that Q is a prime ideal. Moreover,
from Proposition 8 the N -subgroups (and therefore the right ideals) are contained
in Q.
(d) From (c) and Theorem 5:61 of [8].
We are able to present a class of examples by the following construction.
Firstly, to dene a product over the additive group [Z2n ; +] of integers (mod 2n)
in such a way that [Z2n ; +; ] becomes a nearring, it is sucient to dene the product
[x]  [1], in fact [x]  [y] = y([x]  [1]).
Moreover, we can write each element of Z2n in the form [2t(1 + 4h)], where t is
a non-negative integer and h belongs to Z.
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We obtain nite wd-nearrings by
() [x]  [1] = [1] if t = 0 and [x]  [1] = 2t if t > 0:
or
() [x]  [1] =2t if t > 0;
[1 + 4h]  [1] = [1] and [− 1 + 4h]  [1] = [2n−1 − 1] if t = 0:
In both cases we obtain wd-nearrings in which the nilpotent ideal Q consists of
the even numbers, while its cancellable part C is composed of the odd ones, but
these wd-nearrings are not isomorphic.
In case (), every cancellable element is a left identity of N , forms a trivial group
and C is the disjoint union of such a trivial groups.
In case () we obtain Q = f[2t(1 + 4h)]; t > 0g and C = f[  1 + 4h]; h 2 Zg =S
h2Zf[1 + 4h]; [− 1 + 4(2n−3 − h)]g, disjoint union of groups of order two.
7. Tactical congurations and PBIBDs
An incidence structure (X; B) is a tactical conguration [2] if all the blocks contain
the same number k of elements, and all the elements occur in the same number r of
blocks. The parameters of the conguration are (v; b; r; k), where v is the cardinality
of X and b is the number of blocks.
Beginning from the nearring described in (), we are able to construct exactly 2n−3
isomorphic designs of parameters (2n−1; 2n−1; 2; 2).
Let consider a group Bx = f[x1]; [x2]g. We call design generated by Bx as the set of
blocks Bx + Q = f[x1 + qi]; [x2 + qi]g, where qi belongs to Q.
The elements of the design are the elements of C, therefore 2n−1; the blocks are
2n−1, because 2n−1 are the elements of Q; each block contains two elements and each
element belongs exactly to two blocks.
Finally, the groups of C are 2n−2 and we can show that there are exactly two dierent
groups which generate the same design. In fact, if we consider two dierent groups
Bx = f[x1]; [x2]g and By = f[y1]; [y2]g, we can easily show, with a direct calculus, that
the designs Bx + Q and By + Q coincide if, and only if, [x1 − x2] = [y1 − y2]. Now
[x1−x2]=[2n−1−2]−8[h1] and [y1−y2]=[2n−1−2]−8[h2], because of [x1]=[1+4h1],
[x2]= [−1+4(2n−3−h1)], [y1]= [1+4h2] and [y2]= [−1+4(2n−3−h2)]). Therefore
[x1−x2]=[y1−y2] if, and only if, [h1]− [h2]=[2n−3]. Given that [h1] and [h2] belong
to Z2n−2 , for each xed [h1] there is a unique [h2] such that this occurs, hence each
design is derived from exactly two distinct groups of C.
Thus the dierent and obviously isomorphic designs are 2n−3.
Consider now the wd-nearring [Z24 ; +; ], where, as in (), \" is dened by the
following table:
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In this case C is the disjoint union of the groups B1 =(1; 7); B2 =(3; 5); B3 =(9; 15)
and B4 = (11; 13), where the underlined elements are the identities of the respective
groups and left identities of the nearring.
If we consider the following:
B1 + Q = f(1; 7); (3; 9); (5; 11); (7; 13); (9; 15); (11; 1); (13; 3); (15; 5)g= B3 + Q;
B2 + Q = f(3; 5); (5; 7); (7; 9); (9; 11); (11; 13); (13; 15); (15; 1); (1; 3)g= B4 + Q;
we obtain two isomorphic designs of parameters (8; 8; 2; 2).
The previous designs are non-balanced, but we are able to construct an association
scheme that makes them PBIBDs. 6
Firstly, we can observe that the design B1 + Q, for instance, can be represented by
the following graph:
Consequently, over C we can dene the relations Rd0 in this way: for x; y 2 C,
xRd0y if, and only if, d(x; y) = d0, where d(x; y) means the usual distance between
6 For the denitions we refer to [2,6].
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the vertices of a graph. These Rd0 are four symmetric anti-reexive binary relations,
suitable to dene on C the following association scheme:
Associates
Element First Second Third Fourth
1 7,11 5,13 3,15 9
3 9,13 7,15 1,5 11
5 11,15 1,9 7,3 13
7 1,13 11,3 5,9 15
9 15,3 5,13 7,11 1
11 5,1 7,15 9,13 3
13 7,3 1,9 11,15 5
15 5,9 3,11 1,13 7
Now, the numbers ni of ith associates of each element are: n1 = n2 = n3 = 2 and
n4 = 1, while the numbers i of blocks in which any couple of ith associates occour
together are 1 = 1; 2 = 3 = 4 = 0.
Denoted by Pi the matrices of the pijl (the number of elements which are both jth
associates of x and lth associates of y, for any ith associates x; y 2 C), we have
P1 =
0
BB@
0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
1
CCA ; P2 =
0
BB@
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1
CCA ;
P3 =
0
BB@
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
1
CCA ; P4 =
0
BB@
0 0 2 0
0 2 0 0
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCA :
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